
Psychomotor speed and dexterity is well within the normal range.

As a final point regarding intellectual testing, the examiner would mention that this
individual actually meets the most stringent of requirements as referenced in
Executive Bulletin 1508 (the evaluation manual currently employed in the schools
for special education placement purposes) for inclusion per the Gifted category.
Approximately twenty percent of students that this examiner evaluates that are
deemed eligible for the programming as indicated fall into this category.

As a supplement to the intellectual testing, standard academic achievement data
has been collected with results posted as per the attached. Please observe that
functional reading skills are exemplary and more or less in line with this student's
functional capabilities. On the other hand and perhaps in contrast, calculational
math and orally-presented skills are very disappointing and reminiscent of what
would be expected from a student of perhaps low to mid-average intelligence. In
all honesty, the examiner is not sure as to account for the discrepancy in terms of
aptitude and mathematics performance, but of course I would remind the reader
that the pa ent .have been concerned that the subject has not been receiving
proper educational instruction as would relate to mathematics this last year, and
again, this has caused the concern and interest in perhaps changing the educational
instruction strategy by offering the child the opportunity to attend a different
school.

PERSONALITY IEMOTIONAL:

Although it was not the examiner's intent here today to conduct a formal mental
status evaluation per se given that such would be beyond the realm of a simple
psychoeducational assay, there are a few points to be mentioned regarding
observations and general inquiry.

First, this is a young lady who certainly has a very pleasant and outgoing
disposition. She is fully animated, spontaneous and enthusiastic. She actually
seems to have some theatrical talent. She is very well animated and quick. to
smile. Affect was bright and mood was euthymic. certainly seemed
happy and content. There were no indications for depression, although
mentioned to me that when she was in school she was sad while taking
mathematics because she and the teacher apparently had some sort of conflict.

At any rate, there were clearly no signs for depression, at least not ostensively.
Also, there was no indication for any other type of major debilitating psychological
disturbance as best as could be determined.


